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How do you become the person you want to be?

Summative Assessment

Brainstorm

Look back over your Abd el-Kader materials. What actions strike you as admirable or
remarkable? List at least three in addition to the examples provided. Cite your source for each.

● Made sure French prisoners were treated decently (Biography). In fact, a soldier named Escoffier
requested to be assigned to guard AEK to provide the same level of humane care he received
while a prisoner in Algeria (Stage Project: “A Guard’s Request).

● Collaborated with Eugene Daumas on a book about horses, Horses of the Sahara, that has been
translated into English and is still in print (The Legend of the Horse).

●

●

●

●
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Cause and Effect

Now think about what prepared Abd el-Kader for each of these actions, and prepare detailed
cause and effect information for at least two. In the examples below, notice that sources are
provided, but ideas are not copied directly from the sources.

Cause ⇨ Effect

Why it happens What happens

AEK came from a family of marabout, which
meant that he had to demonstrate good character
and high standards of conduct and religious duty
(Marston, p. 11). AEK’s family expected him to
become a decent man, and he was an obedient
son. We know that he became a decent man
because the tribes accepted him as emir
(Marston, p. 17).

Made sure French prisoners were treated decently
(Biography). In fact, a soldier named Escoffier
requested to be assigned to guard AEK to provide
the same level of humane care he received while
a prisoner in Algeria (Stage Project: “A Guard’s
Request).
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How do you become the person you want to be?

And here’s the fun part! Think of what you’d like to achieve in your life. (If you wish, include one
goal that you’ve already accomplished.) Brainstorm several.

●

●

●

●

●

Now choose two of the accomplishments listed above. Write them in the “Effect” column below.
In the “Cause” column, explain what you plan to do--or have already done--to make sure you
achieve each goal. Be very specific.

Cause ⇨ Effect

Why it happens What happens
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